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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with intersections of double cosets on a connected algebraic group. Under 
appropriate hypotheses, we show that such intersections are transversal and are smooth irreducible 
varieties. We also show that the closure of the intersection is the intersection of the closures. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this note we will prove several results concerning the intersection of double 
cosets in algebraic groups. Let G be a connected (affine) algebraic group and 
let H, K and L. be closed connected subgroups of G satisfying the following con- 
ditions: (i) Hfl K is connected and Lie(H)+ Lie(K) =Lie(G); (ii) the sets 
H \ G/L of (H, L) double cosets and K \ G/L of (K, L) double cosets are finite. 
We consider double coset intersections HxL fl KxL. We show that each such 
double coset intersection is a smooth irreducible variety and that the closure of 
the intersection is the intersection of the closures. 
In particular, let G be a reductive group, let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G and 
let T be a maximal torus of B. Let P, Q and R be parabolic subgroups of G 
containing B and let Rp be the parabolic subgroup containing T which is op- 
posite to R. We consider double coset intersections of the form PxQ fl R-xQ. 
We give a nice parametrization of the set of these double coset intersections and 
we describe the partial order on the set of these intersections given by inclusion 
of the closures of the intersections. 
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Although all of our proofs are elementary, the results seem to be new and 
they are quite useful (see [8]). 
1. INTERSECTIONSOF DOUBLE COSETS 
Our basic reference for algebraic geometry and algebraic groups is the book 
by Bore1 [ 11. All algebraic varieties are taken over an algebraically closed field 
F. If X is an irreducible algebraic variety, then X,, denotes the set of smooth 
points of X; X,, is a non-empty open subvariety of X. 
First we review some standard results on transversality. The following result 
is a standard result in intersection theory (see [7, p. 571 or [2, p. 2211): 
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a smooth irreducible affine variety and let Y and Z be 
irreducible subvarieties of X. If S is an irreducible component of Y fl Z, then 
dim Srdim Y+dim Z-dimX. 
Now let Y and Z be irreducible subvarieties of the smooth irreducible affine 
variety X. L,et XE Y fl Z. We say that Y and Z intersect ransversally at x if 
=r,,nZ,, and if T,(Y)+ T.(Z) = 7”(X). We say that Y and Z intersect 
transversally if the intersection is transversal at every point of Yfl Z. 
We have the following well-known consequence of Lemma 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X, Y and Z be as above, let x E Y fl Z and assume that 
Y and Z intersect ransversally at x. Then: (1) x belongs to a unique irreducible 
component S of Yfl Z and x is a smooth point of S; and (2) dim S= dim Y+ 
dim Z - dim X. 
PROOF. Let S be an irreducible component of Yfl Z. Then we have 
dim S I dim T,(S) 
I dim(T,(Y) n T,(Z)) 
= dim T,(Y) + dim T,(Z) - dim(T,(Y) + T,(Z)) 
=dim Y+dimZ-dimX 
I dim S. 
Proposition 1.2 now follows immediately. 
We will need the following (known) technical lemma: 
LEMMA 1.3. Let D be a closed connected subgroup of the connected algebraic 
group h4 and let of : M+ M/D denote the canonical projection. If X is an ir- 
reducible subset of M/D, then n-‘(X) is irreducible. 
PROOF. It is known that rt is an open map. Let CJ and V be non-empty 
relatively open subsets of 7r-l (X). Since rc is an open map, n(U) and n(V) 
are non-empty relatively open subsets of X. Thus x(U) fl n(V)#0. Let 
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x~z(U)nrr(V)andlet Y=~c-‘(x). Then Yisirreducibleand YnUand YflV 
are non-empty, relatively open subsets of Y. Thus there exists y E Y n Ufl V. 
This shows that n-‘(X) is irreducible. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a connected algebraic group and let H, K and L be 
closed connected subgroups of G. Assume that Hn K is connected and that 
Lie(H) + Lie(K) = Lie(G). Then for every x E G, the double cosets HxL and 
KxL intersect ransversally at x and the intersection HxL n KxL is irreducible. 
Thus HxL fI KxL is a smooth irreducible locally closed subvariety of G and 
dim(HxL fl KxL) = dim HxL + dim KxL - dim G. 
PROOF. It follows easily from the condition Lie(H)+ Lie(K)= Lie(G) that 
HxL and KxL intersect transversally at every point of HxL fl KxL. Thus 
HxL Cl KxL is a smooth subvariety of G and each irreducible component has 
dimension equal to dim HxL + dim KxL - dim G. 
It remains to prove that the intersection HxL fI KxL is irreducible. Let 
M=xLx-‘. It will suffice to prove that HMfl KM is irreducible. Let E= 
{(h,k)EHxK) hk-‘EM} anddefinea:E -tHbya(h,k)=h-‘.LetA=a(E). 
We claim that 
(1-l) HMf-l KM = AM. 
Let h-’ EA. Then h-‘McHM and there exists ke K such that kh-’ EM, so 
that h-‘MCKM. Therefore AMCHMfl KM. Now let ye HMn KM. Then 
y=h-‘m,=k-‘m,, with heH, keK, and m,,m,EM. Hence hk-‘EM and 
consequently h-’ EA, so that YEAM. This proves (l-l). 
To prove that HMn KM=AM is irreducible, it will suffice to prove that E 
is irreducible. We let HxK act on G by (h,k).g=hgk-‘. Let p:HxK-+G 
denote the orbit map at 1 E G: we have p(h, k) = hk-‘. The isotropy subgroup 
(HxK), is equal to {(h,k)EHxK 1 h=k}. Set D=(HxK),. Then D is 
isomorphic to Hfl K. In particular, D is irreducible. Since Lie(H)+Lie(K)= 
Lie(G), the differential d,u,,, 1j : T(,, ,)(Hx K) + T,(G) is surjective. This implies 
that p induces an isomorphism T : (Hx K)/D + HK of Hx K-varieties and that 
HKis open in G. Thus HK n Mis a non-empty open subvariety of the irreducible 
variety M. In particular, HKfl M is an irreducible variety. Consequently 
zC’(HKfl M) is an irreducible subvariety of (Hx K)/D. Let TC :Hx K-t 
(HxK)/D be the canonical projection. It follows from Lemma 1.3 that 
E = p-‘(HKnM) = n-‘(t-‘(HKnM)) 
is irreducible. This proves Theorem 1.4. 
Let X= G/L. The geometric picture becomes clearer if we take intersections 
of H-orbits and K-orbits on X. In this case, Theorem 1.4 gives: 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let G, H, K and L satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 and 
let X= G/L. For every x~X, the orbits Ha x and K. x intersect ransversally 
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and the intersection He xn K- x is a smooth irreducible subvariety of X with 
dim(H.xnK.x) = dimH.x+dimK.x-dimX. 
2. CLOSURES OF DOUBLE COSET INTERSECTIONS 
If X is a subset of the algebraic group G, then cl(X) denotes the Zariski 
closure of X in G. Let Hand L be closed subgroups of G. We define a partial 
order on the set H \ G/L of double cosets as follows: if 315”, SE H \ G/L, then 
N’S% if and only if .X’ccf(ti). Thus cl(N) = U.,,,, .%I. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G, H, K and L satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.4. 
Assume further that H \G/L and K \ G/L are finite. If SE H \G/L and 
ZEK\G/L, then 
cf(re n 3r) = d(z) n d(z). 
Furthermore cl(Z), fl cfQ’l>,, C cf(S7-I 3l), 
PROOF. It is clear that 
Let & denote the (finite) set of all pairs (x/,x’) E (H \ G/L) x (K \ G/L) such 
that ti’<z@, z’5.M and 3?‘n.%‘#0. Then 
cf(.x)ncf(x) = fl 27-w~= U cfpz9-73r~). 
W’,J(‘)EC W’:3Y’)EC 
Since each intersection .%?‘n~’ is an irreducible subvariety of G, it follows 
that the irreducible components of cf(S?)ncf(Z) are the maximal elements 
among the sets 
cf(ti’nz), (ti:~‘)~g. 
It follows from 1 .l that each irreducible component of cf(ti) fl cl(S) has 
dimension 2 dim J?+ dim x- dim G. If (SF’, XI’) E 8 and (&‘, S’) # (ti, S), 
then it follows from Theorem 1.4 that 
dim cf(.%‘flx’) = dim(%‘nz’) 
= dim .%Y’ + dim x’ - dim G 
< dim sV+ dim x- dim G, 
so that cf(%’ fl Z’) is not an irreducible component of cf(,Ue) n cl(S). Thus we 
see that cf(&?’ fl Z) is the unique irreducible component of cf(3) fl cl(x), so 
that cl(x) fl cl(x) = cf(x nx). 
Now let x E cf(&), n cl(x),, . Then there exists (ti’,~Y’) ~8 such that 
x E Y?’ tl .%I’. By Theorem 1.1, X’ and x’ intersect transversally at x. Clearly 
T,(S’) c T,(cf(&)) and T,(S’) C T,(cf(Z)). It follows immediately that 
cl@?) and cl(Z) intersect transversally at x. Thus x is a smooth point of 
cf(z@) n cl(&) = cf(S’ n&). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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3. DOUBLE COSET INTERSECTIONS FOR PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS 
For the rest of the paper, G will denote a reductive group. Let B and B- be 
opposite Bore1 subgroups of G and let T= B fl B-; T is a maximal torus of G. 
Let @ = @(G, T) be the set of roots of G relative to T, let @+ = @(B, T) be the 
set of positive roots determined by B and let A C @+ be the corresponding set 
of simple roots. Let W= W(T) be the Weyl group and let S= {s, 1 a E A} be 
the set of simple reflections. Then W= (W, S) is a Coxeter group. Let 1 be the 
length function on W and let I denote the Bruhat order on W. We let we 
denote the longest element of W. We have B- = woBwO. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let XE W. (1) cf(BxB) = u wsx BwB (where the symbol u de- 
notes the disjoint union) and dim BxB = l(x) + dim B. (2) c/(B-xB) = u w)x B-wB 
and 
dim B-xB = f(w,) - I(x) + dim B = dim G - I(x). 
(3) Let y E W. Then the intersection BxB fl B-yB is non-empty if and only if 
y5x. 
PROOF. The result (1) is standard. Since B- = wOBwO, (2) follows easily from 
(1). The result (3) is in [5, Cor. 1.21. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x, y E W with ysx. Then BxB fl B-yB is a smooth ir- 
reducible subvariety of G and 
dim(BxB fl B-yB) = j(x) - l(y) + dim B. 
More0 ver 
(3-l) d(BxBn B-yB) = c~(BxB) nd(B-yi3) = fl BwBfl B-w/B. 
Y<W’5WCX 
PROOF. The proof of the first conclusion follows from Theorem 1.4. (The 
dimension formula is also in [5]). The proof of (3-l) follows from Theorem 2.1 
and Lemma 3.1. 
Now we wish to generalize the results of Theorem 3.2 to the case of parabolic 
subgroups. For each subset JcS, let W, denote the subgroup of W generated 
by J and let wJ be the longest element of W,. We let PJ= B W,B denote the 
“standard” parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to J. Let J*= {CZ E A / s, E J} 
denote the subset of A corresponding to J and let DJ = {d E W / d(J*) C @‘} be 
the set of minimal representatives for the left cosets of W modulo W,. If IC S, 
we set D(J, I) = D(J)-’ fl D,. Then D(J,Z) is the set of minimal double coset 
representatives for the (W,, WI) double cosets of W. See [4, Q 641. 
The following lemma is immediate (and well-known): 
LEMMA 3.3. Let JC S and let C, = DJwJ= (dw, 1 d E DJ}. Then each left 
coset w W, contains a unique element of C,. If CE C, and if w E W,, then 
/(cw) = l(c) - I(w). Furthermore, we have C’, = w,D, = {c E W 1 c(J *) C - @‘} .
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More generally, we have: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let J and I be subsets of S and let C(J, I) = C(J)-’ n Ct. Then 
every (W,, Wt) double coset of W contains a unique element of C(J, I). If 
c E C(J, I), w E W, and w’ E Wt , then I(c)> I( wcw’) with equality only if c = wcw’. 
PROOF. Let X= W,w Wt be a (W,, Wt) double coset and let CE X be such that 
1(c) 2 I(x) for every XE X. It follows easily from Lemma 3.3 that c E Ci’ n C,. 
In order to prove the lemma, it will suffice to prove that IC(J,I)( = JD(J,I)/ = 
) Wt \ W/W, 1. We note that 
w~~(J, I) = woc,-l n wOc, = wOcp n oI. 
Let JO= w,,Jw,. Then wOCJ1 = w,D~‘w,=D~‘. Thus we see that 
(3-2) w&(J,I) =Di’nDt= D(JO,I), 
SO that 1 C(J, I) 1 = I D(JO, I) I. Th us it will suffice to prove that ID(JO,I)I = 
JD(J,I)/, or equivalently that I WJ,\ W/W,] = I W,\ W/W,]. If WE W, then 
wJ,ww,= w, WJWOWW,. Hence the map XC) woX is a bijection from 
WJ,\ W/W, to W,\ W/W,. This proves 3.4. 
The set C(J, I) is the set of maxima1 double coset representatives for 
(W,, W,) double cosets. A slightly different description of the set C(J, I) of 
maximal double coset representatives is given in [3, Thm. 1.21. 
We define the “Bruhat order” I on the set P\G/Q=P,\G/P, of (P,Q) 
double cosets by: 
PxQsPyQ if and only if PxQCcl(PyQ). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let I and J be subsets of S and let C= C(J, I). (1) The map 
w CI PJ wPt from W to the set PJ \ G/P, of (P,, Pt) double cosets of G is constant 
on (W,, Wr) double cosets of W and induces a bijection from W, \ W/W, to 
PJ \ G/P,. (2) If c E C, then 
P,cP, = u BwB 
WE WJCW, 
and 
cl(P,cPt) = cl(BcB) 
Thus the map c C) P,cPi is an order preserving btjection from C to PJ \ G/P,. 
(We give C the partial order induced from the Bruhat order on W.) 
PROOF. The proof of (1) is in 14, 0 651. The proof of (2) follows from (1) and 
from 3.1. 
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Now let I, J and K be subsets of S. Let P= PJ, let Q = PI and let R = PK. 
We let R- be the unique parabolic subgroup of G containing T which is 
opposite to R. Let KO = woKwo. Then KOCS and R- = woPKowo. We wish to 
study intersections of (P, Q) double cosets and (R-, Q) double cosets. It is 
clear that Lie(P) + Lie(R-) = Lie(G) and it is a standard result that the inter- 
section of any two parabolic subgroups of G is connected, so that PfI R- is 
connected. Thus Theorems 1.4 and 2.5 apply to double coset intersections 
PxQ fl R -xQ. 
We define the Bruhat order on the set R-\G/Q of R- double cosets as 
above. The following lemma describes the parametrization and the Bruhat 
order on the set of (R-,Q) double cosets: 
LEMMA 3.6. (1) Let D= D(K,Z). Then the map d c R-dQ is an order revers- 
ing bijection from D to R-\G/Q. (2) Zf d E D, then R-dQ= u,,Ew,dW, B-w’B 
and 
cl(R -dQ) = cl(B-dB) 
= u R-d’Q. 
d’cD,d’zd 
PROOF. Let CE C(K,,Z). Then PKOcQ= woR-w,cQ. Hence it follows from 
Lemma 3.5 that the map c CI R-wocQ is an order preserving bijection from 
C(K,,Z) to Rp\G/Q. It follows from (3-2) that woC(Ko,Z) = D(K,Z). The 
proof of (1) now follows easily. The proof of (2) follows from (1). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (c,d)ECxD. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Let A(c,d)={(x,y)E(WJcWI)x(WKdWI)) dlycxlc}. Then 
PcQn R-dQ = fl BxBn B-yB. 
(XAEA(c,d) 
In particular PcQ fl R-dQ # 0 if and only if d I c. 
BcBn B-dB is a dense open subset of PcQn R-dQ. 
PcQ n R-dQ is a smooth irreducible variety of dimension l(c) - l(d) + 
dim B. 
Let.N(c,d)={(c’,d’)ECxD Id<d’~c’<c}. Then 
cl(PcQ fl R-dQ) = cl(PcQ) rl cl(R-dQ) 
= Ci(BCB) n c&B-dB) 
= II Pc’Q fl R-d’Q 
(c’,d’)E.Mc,d) 
= u BwBfIB-w’B. 
daw’rwrr 
cl(PcQ), fI cl(R -dQ),, C Cl(PCQ fI R -dQ), . 
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PROOF. The proof of (1) follows easily from 3.1,3.5 and 3.6. If (x,~)~A(c,d), 
then 
dim(BxB tl B-y@ = 1(x) - I(y) -t dim B I I(c) - I(d) + dim B, 
and we get equality only if (x,y) = (c, d). Thus 
dim(PcQ 0 R-dQ) = dim(BcB fl BPdB) = l(c) -f(d) + dim B. 
Since PcQtl R-dQ is irreducible, (2) now follows from (1). The proofs of (3), 
(4), and (5) follow easily from (l), (2), Theorem 1.4, Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.5 
and Lemma 3.6. 
Let 9~ = $@(I, K, I) denote the set of all double coset intersections PgQ n R-he. 
Let 
I-= T(J,K,Z) = {(c,d)ECxD 1 dlc}. 
For each (c, d) E r, let B(c, d) = PcQ fl R-dQ. Then 9~ = { B(c, d) 1 (c, d) E r}. 
We define a partial order on $Zj by: 
B(c’, d’) 5 @‘(c, d) if and only if B(c’, d’) Ccl(@(c, d)). 
We define a partial order on r by: 
(c’,d’)l(c,d) if and only if dld’rc’lc. 
The result below follows from Theorem 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.8. The map (c, d) H B(c, d) from r to $8 is an isomorphism of 
posets. 
3.9. The case P= R. We now consider the case in which J= K or, equivalently, 
P= R. Thus P- = R- and we look at double coset intersections of the form 
PxQfl P-yQ, where P and P- are opposite parabolic subgroups. We let 
D =D(J, Z) and C= C(J, I). We have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.9.1. Let d,, d2 ED and let cl and c2 be the maximal double coset 
representatives for (respectively) W,d, W, and W,d2 WI. Thus W,di W, fl C= 
{ ci > , i = 1,2. The folio wing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) d,<d,. 
(2) d,<c,. 
(3) c, SC?. 
(4) There exists y E W, d, W, and x E W,d2 W, such that y 5 x. 
PROOF. It is clear that (2) o (4), (1) * (2) and (3) = (2). 
(2)=(l). By [4, Prop. 64.381, we may write c2 = w’d,w”, with W’E W,, 
w” E W, and f(c2) = !(w’) + I(d,) + l(w”). Since d, I c,, it follows easily from 
standard properties of the Bruhat order that we can write d, = wlxw2, 
with wr( w’, xsd,, w2 I w” and I(d,) = I(w,) + l(x) + l(w2). It will suffice 
to show that w, = 1 = w2. Assume that f(w,)>O and let w, =s,+..s, with 
each si in J and f(w,) = r. Then sldl =s2**.s,xw2. Since dl ED(J)-‘, we 
see that I(s,d,) = I(d,) + 1 = 1 +r+ f(x)+ f(w,). On the other hand, we have 
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I(sZ~~~s,xw2)~~- 1+ I(x) + I(w2). This gives a contradiction, which shows that 
w, = 1. A similar argument shows that w2 = 1. 
(l)*(3). It will suffice to show that, for every XE W,d, W,, we have x5c2. 
The proof is by induction on m(x) = f(x) - I(d,). Since dl I d2 5 c2, we are OK 
for m(x)=O. If xEWJdlWI, xfd,, then we may write x= w,d, w2 with 
W] E w,, w2 E WI and I(x) = I(w,) + I(d,) + /(wz) > I(d,). It follows easily from 
this that (at least) one of the following two conditions holds: (i) there exists s E J 
such that sx<x; or (ii) there exists s E I such that xs<x. Assume that condition 
(i) holds. By the inductive hypothesis, we may assume that sx<c,. By defini- 
tion of c2, we have SC* < c2. It now follows from a standard property of the 
Bruhat order (see [6, Lemma 7.41) that x<c2. Similarly if condition (ii) holds, 
then x5c2. This completes the induction. 
Since we have a natural bijection between D = D(J, 1) and C = C(J, I), we can 
parametrize the set G@ = g(J, J, I) of double coset intersections by a subset of 
D x D. If (d,, d2) ED x D then it follows from Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.9.1 
thatPd,QflP-d2Q#0ifandonlyifd2<d,. LetTo={(di,d2)EDxD )d25dl}. 
For each (dl,d2)ErOI let b(d,,d2)=Pd,QnP-d2Q. Then g={~D’(d,,d~) 1 
(d,, d2) E TO}. We define a partial order on r,, by: (d;, d;) I (d,, d2) if and only 
if d2 I d; 5 d; I dl . We define the partial order on g as above. Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.9.2. The map (d,, d2) u B(d,, d2) from rO to %, is an isomor- 
phism of posets. 
The proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.9.1 and Corollary 3.8. 
3.10. An example. (See [8].) Assume that the root system @ is irreducible. Let 
a*= Ca& ncy(a*)a denote the highest root. Let PEO be such that np(a*) = 1 
and let J=S\{sD}. Set I=K=J, so that P=Q=R. Let D=D(J,J). It is 
shown in [8] that there exists a positive integer m and an order preserving bijec- 
tion o:D+ (l,..., m}. Using this bijection, we may identify the set r, defined 
above with d,,, = { (i,j) E N x IN 1 1 <j< is m>. If we define a partial order on 
&m by requiring cr to be an isomorphism of posets, then we have: (i,j) I (k, /) 
if and only if I<j<i< k. Thus the poset J9, is isomorphic to the poset !2 of 
double coset intersections. 
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